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The procedural paradigm

Programs are recipes: a series of 
statements that transform our data into 
visualizations and insight.

In procedural programming, we 
manage complexity by being
modular: adhering to top-down 
programming practices that break 
down difficult tasks into a sequence
of more manageable sub-tasks. 

input

output



Recipes are a powerful metaphor for data science!

start with
raw data

data refinement
(munging)

build data 
structures

processing
and 

visualization

don’t forget
to label your 

axes!

load
data



…and it’s adequate for a wide range of use-cases!
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A plotly sankey diagram revealing the genetic links 
between Asthma and Type 1 Diabetes



But consider the Desktop

source: https://www.gnome.org

We interact with the desktop 
interface by performing actions
on objects that each support well-
defined behaviors.

Objects
• files and folders
• windows
• apps
• menus
• status bar

Behaviors
• open/close
• move
• resize

The paradigm has clearly changed!



The object paradigm

method

Objects have fields and attributes 
that constitute the state of the 
object. 

The state is accessed and 
modified through various 
methods that constitute the 
object’s interface. 

The layout and organization of the 
state (i.e., the implementation) is 
usually shielded from the user. 

method
method

The State

interface
(public)

implementation
(typically hidden)



The Interface/Implementation Dichotomy

We can operate complex machines without knowing what’s under the hood.

Similarly, to build more complex software, we need to express ideas at a 
higher level of abstraction with a focus of interface over implementation.  
Object-oriented thinking enables us to do this.



Classes and Objects

Class (Type) List Circle Cat Account

Object
Instances

[1, 2, 3]

[‘Jack’, ‘Abby’]

[]

[ (0,0),  (5,7),  (-2,2) ]

my_cat

not_my_cat

MyChecking
MySavings
.
.
etc.

Classes define a type. It acts as a template or blueprint. 
We then construct many objects that are instances of a particular class.  



Class Inheritance

Shape

Circle

Resiz
able 

Circle

Square

Shape

- get_position()
- move(dx, dy)

• xpos
• ypos

Circle

- area()
- circumference()

• radius
Square

- area()
- perimeter()

• side

ResizableCircle

- set_radius(r)



Why objects?

With Objects
Without Objects



Lists, Tuples, and Dictionaries are objects!



How does python implement Lists and Tuples?

Sequence

- get_item(idx)
- contains(elem)
- length()

List Tuple

- append(elem)
- set_item(idx, elem)

No!

Python is implemented in 
the C programming language
which does not support
classes.

(That came later with C++.)

Maybe something like this?  



The Hidden List Implementation of Python 3.9.2

Notice the for loop.

To find an element in a
list we scan across the
items of list one item at
a time.



Redundant code in Python 3.9.2



Composition

Account

transfer (from, to, amt)

withdraw (name, amt)

deposit(name, amt)

Banking

get_balance (name)

print_statement()

checking         savings

get_balance()

withdraw (amt)

deposit (amt)

name
balance
transactions

initialize (name)
initialize()

add_account(name)

…



Operator overloading

u
v

w

This: Not this:



The advantages of object-oriented design

Code re-use 
(inheritance)

Expressive syntax 
(operator overloading)

Managing complexity 
(separation of implementation 
and interface)

w = u + v method
method
method

state

interface

implementation



Object-Oriented Python

Let’s construct some objects!

(Python syntax for creating classes and objects)


